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Abstract 
Physics and mathematics present two areas of intellectual activity deeply interwoven through the long history of 
science. Yet, they preserve two separate ideological entities.  This situation implies complexity to school curriculum 
of both disciplines.  Our study investigated the views of physics teachers regarding the interrelation of the two 
disciplines.  We performed twenty individual interviews using the constructive-qualitative research method.  The 
constructed profile of teachers' views on the role of mathematics in the physics curriculum revealed variety of 
opinions: complementary views and certain perplexity.  We learn that although students’ level of mathematics 
preparation apparently correlates with their performance in physics class, it does not necessarily predict their success 
in physics class.  While it is clear that learning physics requires mathematical knowledge, the exact dependence of 
physics education on mathematics should still be refined in order to guide teaching to effectively support students' 
understanding of physics.  The appeared complexity was that two teachers – those of mathematics and physics – 
often present the same mathematical tools, such as derivatives, equations, functions, emphasizing different aspects 
of the same concept.  If not explicitly related by specifying the essential complementarity, the two perspectives 
might cause confusion of students and teachers.  Establishing complimentary perspectives may provide students and 
teachers with the cultural knowledge of the shared concepts (Galili, 2012).  This clarification may shed light on 
better interaction of mathematics and physics in education and lead to a more effective educational policy able to 
correct the existed distortion and shortcomings of physics education. 
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Introduction  
Physics and mathematics are two areas of intellectual activity that have been deeply interwoven throughout the long 
history of science and yet they represent two separate ideological entities. This situation reflects the complexity of 
representing both disciplines in school curricula. Physics teachers often state that their students do not understand 
physics due to the lack of mathematical knowledge and claim that such knowledge guarantees successful learning of 
physics (Pietrocola, 2008). Our study investigated the views of physics teachers regarding the interrelation of the 
two disciplines. While it is clear that learning physics requires mathematical knowledge, the exact dependence of 
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physics education on mathematics should be refined in order to ensure that teaching effectively supports students' 
understanding of physics. The apparent complexity is evident from the fact that teachers of mathematics and physics 
often employ the same mathematical tools – derivatives, equations, and functions –emphasizing different aspects of 
certain concepts. Our results suggest that establishing complementary perspectives – the cultural knowledge of the 
subject – may clarify the concepts shared by the two fields and prevent current confusion. 
Previous analysis of the mathematics-physics relationship demonstrated that mathematics is essential in physics 
problem solving, although the "language" of mathematics in physics does not coincide with the one used in 
mathematics class (Redish, 2006).  Physicists employ numbers to quantify physical entities ("quantities"), whether 
variables or parameters, or constants. Ignoring the distinction between them, between physical and mathematical 
meanings make the physical claims obscure.  Redish emphasizes that physicists “load” physical meaning into 
mathematical quantities and work with them avoiding rigor required in "math". Blending physical meaning with 
mathematical symbols affects interpretation. Physicists may see equations as relations of entities, relationships 
between the results of measurements, not as calculation schemes. Seeking numerical result, physicists keep variables 
and parameters as symbols rather than insert numbers right at the beginning. In this way, they reach the higher 
universality of their account. 
Physicists and mathematicians pursue different goals.  Beyond solving equations, investigating functions, and 
drawing graphs physicists describe and investigate physical systems. The obtained result (often in the form of 
problem solving) is compared with the common sense and the given theoretical constraints. In this activity 
physicists make estimations, conjectures, omissions, and approximations, often stretching the area of validity of the 
used tools beyond mathematical rigor (ibid.) 
A new perspective on the subject may be provided by discipline-culture (DC) paradigm (Tseitlin & Galili, 
2005).  Within this perspective, any fundamental theory taught in physics is structured in tripartite code: nucleus-
body-periphery (Fig.1).  The basic tenets of the theory – its nucleus – obtain variation by the periphery incorporating 
opposed by the elements, while the body incorporate the knowledge elements obtained basing on the contents of the 
nucleus.   
 
Figure 1. Discipline-Culture structure of a fundamental theory. 
 
Physics and mathematics, both theory based areas of knowledge are different in their nuclei and share certain 
nature which philosophers term "mathematical" – structure which elements are related by certain logical rules (Kant, 
2004).  There are essential ontological and epistemological differences of the two, even if they use the same 
mathematical constructs.  One can express this difference using DC structure and placing the mentioned elements in 
the area where the bodies of knowledge overlay (Fig. 2).  One may express this difference by reference to different 
ideologies.  The latter imply curricular differences.  Understanding this fact may upgrade the clarity of the 
relationship between the physics and mathematics by physics students by establishing cultural knowledge of the 
concepts shared by the two fields (Galili, 2012). 
Periphery Body Nucleus 
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Figure2. Schematic representation of the Mathematics and Physics as different theories possessing DC structure 
 
Although often considered inseparable mathematics and physics education are distinguished in formal and 
cognitive skills required for their study (e.g. Uhden, et al., 2011).  In addition, the current situation in Israel reveals 
other dimensions of complexity.  While mathematics is mandatory throughout the K-12, physics, unlike many other 
countries, is an elective in high school, and chosen by 7% of students filtered by high requirements of mathematics.  
Given the lack of physics instruction in the middle schools (more exactly, an ineffective course of integrated 
science), we face physics oblivion in school education.  Clarification of the nature and relationship of the two 
disciplines may imply important changes in their teaching.  
There is a rich anecdotal evidence of parents, teachers, students, school administrators, and policy makers in the 
Ministry of Education who hold various views on the subject.  Physics is often perceived to be far more "complex", 
confusing, demanding of cognitive maturity, labour consuming, expensive to support by the school, and 
"unrewarding" in terms of matriculation assessment results.  Physics possess an image of the area for a few brilliant 
savants, usually males, often arrogant and disconnected from their fellow classmates. Moreover, physics teachers 
often blame mathematics education for the difficulties they face with students unprepared in mathematics. 
From the cluster of true problems, we chose to address a specific problem.  Very often, students are warned by 
teachers and school administrators that those who intend to study physics must be superior in mathematics.  We 
wonder whether and in what sense it might be true.  Is mathematics a prerequisite?  If so, in what sense?  What 
curricular changes may improve the situation?  What level and what kind of mathematics is required for taking high 
school physics?   
We decided to start with constructing a profile of teachers' views on the nature of the relationship between 
Physics and Mathematics in school curriculum. We want to explore the complementarity of physics and 
mathematics in science curriculum to facilitate curricula designers, teacher trainers, and researchers in addressing 
the subject of broad confusion in students and teachers, providing the necessary cultural knowledge of the concepts 
and thus allowing symbiosis of mathematics and physics in education.  Here we present some results of our study.  
Methods and Materials  
Twenty individual interviews of one to three hours long were performed using a constructive-qualitative research 
approach (Shkedi, 2003). The sample included school teachers of physics, school teachers lecturing both 
mathematics and physics, physics professors with experience in school teaching, teachers of science, researchers in 
science education, and a senior supervisor of physics teaching at the Ministry of Education.  The sample included 
school teachers from urban and rural areas employed in schools of various socioeconomic statuses.  
Within the constructive-qualitative research, we accumulated and analyzed people's pertinent knowledge 
eliciting it from the narratives of the interviews.  The process included establishing investigative dialogues in which 
the researcher maintained a balanced involvement showing empathy and interest to the subject.  The strategy, 
opposed "neutral" distancing and "unbiased" account.  It showed itself as effective in elicitation of the individual 
knowledge and personal views (ibid: p. 68).  The constructive-qualitative research encourages explicit exposure of 
the usually hidden knowledge of the informant.  Questions of six types were used: descriptive, meaningful, 
comprisal, completing, oppositionist, and arousing.  The data analysis included:  
Math in 
Physics  
Math Physics 
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1. Transcribing of the interviews; 
2. Initial analysis, including the first categorization using the words of the informants;  
3. Selective analysis, construction of a tree of categories that enabled to represent the relationship between the 
components through vertical and horizontal analysis;  
4. Focused analysis based on the previous stage producing central categories of the constructed profile of the 
investigated knowledge (ibid, pp. 119-120, 140-141, 152-153). 
5. Theoretical analysis providing theoretical account beyond phenomenological description.  
Results and Discussion 
The constructed profile of teachers' views on the role of mathematics in physics curriculum revealed interesting 
sometimes-contradicting features.  Some of the teachers see math and physics as independent fields of different 
complementary contribution to education while others blame math teaching for ineffectiveness in preparing teaching 
and learning physics.  Thus, some note the separated nature of physics-mathematics relationship.  However, at the 
same time, they claimed that most of the external and internal psychological factors affecting students’ success are 
identical in physics and math classes.  The success of a student in one will very likely be projected to the other.  
Our participants emphasized that dealing with math in physics class is different from that in the math 
classroom.  Different ideologies guide the instruction in the two classes.  One of the teachers, theoretical physics 
professor shared with us his perception:  
Of course, at first, I try to understand the physical phenomenon in a qualitative way, but the moment I 
need to explain it quantitatively, I need to use formulas — math, and I’m comfortable with that.  I like 
solving differential equations, and I can tell many stories where, let’s put it this way, I exclusively had 
mathematical experience – computer calculations that were certainly very effective. 
Mathematics ideology is different in the view of other theoretical physicist and philosopher: 
I would say that mathematicians value several proofs of the same statement and in this they are 
different from physicists.  Physicists do not need alternative proofs and the knowledge of precise 
conditions [that stipulate application] but the idea…  
However, there are common aspects of dissatisfaction with present teaching in both classes: 
I do not think problem solving should be in the focus of science teaching as well as of mathematics, but 
this is so because of the assessment (matriculation exams). This  [preparation to the exam] became the 
program of teaching in both classes.  This situation lacks cultural value, even [against possible 
justification] cannot develop thinking since they [people] go with models [algorithms], calculators, 
memorizing without open thinking.  This does not represent values of science and mathematics.  As a 
result, people do not want to learn it, they see science as a "cold", foreign, not attractive which does 
not allow self expression.  
Mathematics and physics may apply the same constructs, e.g. derivative, each in different perspective.  Looking 
at the same concept from different angles provides multiple approaches, meanings, and uses. Both mathematics and 
physics create a complex picture. Looking at the same concept from different points of view may encourage students 
to construct cultural knowledge (Galili, 2012).  The teacher lecturing both disciplines brought the following 
concern: 
In order to broaden the perspective of his field, a teacher must be an expert in it. With schoolteachers, 
in the current reality, I don’t see how this is possible.  Even at university level, it is a problem … a 
professor of physics or mathematics without any historical knowledge is a problem.  
A professor of physics with some school experience seemed a bit ambiguous: 
In my opinion, even if there are concepts that are shared by both fields, the math classroom is not the 
place to go into detail about the physics aspects of a problem, even if they exist. … math is usually a 
little distanced… Yet, a teacher of chemistry or physics who teaches a subject of math and draws a 
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connection between math and natural phenomena makes a good thing as this accelerates students’ 
ability to think. 
Mathematics and physics support each other and students who are good in math have an advantage in physics 
class.  Also those who like physics may improve their math performances reaching better understanding of 
mathematical concepts.  Students' ambition to succeed in physics may encourage their study of mathematics by 
providing additional motivation.  One of our interviewees put it this way: 
Interviewer: Do you think that physics studies add to the understanding of mathematics: 
Science education researcher:  Yes, mathematics is practical – you better understand the significance 
of concepts. Most of the concepts in math up to a certain level came from physics after all, … 
historically speaking.  The enrichment that comes from different perspectives is always a good thing.  
A physics teacher with forty years of experience noted that the love to mathematics is not shared by many 
students.  Some of them may reach the interest and appreciation of math and esthetical aspect through revealing the 
connection between physics and mathematics which by itself may fascinate students:   
Mathematics is interesting as mathematics only to those who love it [from the beginning]. But not 
everyone does, so you may show that it [mathematics] has great applications [in physics]… that is 
interesting, and that is beautiful.  
A teacher from a school addressed the additional difficulty of math knowledge appearing in physics class:  
It all is very difficult for students … For example, in mechanics, the place of the body may be negative, 
the speed may be negative, and acceleration may be negative too.  Students are used to all these 
quantities as being positive, and in physics they are not always such, but depend on the axis.  This 
frightens students a little at the beginning. …say, a body is moving in a negative direction at a speed of 
minus 60 kph, and then it moves in a positive direction at a speed of 40 kph.  60 is greater than 40, so 
you need to understand that that minus only signifies the direction, and not the size.  … they need to 
understand the role of minus and the role of absolute value…[which is more than just numbers] 
Physics teachers not always realize the different contexts of the two subjects and blame teachers of mathematics 
for not teaching students how to use mathematical tools, “loading” them with practical meaning.  One of the very 
experienced physics teachers shared with us this concern:  
In physics you use different scales for different concepts.  Math teacher teaches for example, that the 
slope of a graph is the tangent of an angle, which in physics class appears not sufficiently 
representative for two reasons.  Firstly, tangent of an angle does not have units, and in physics the 
slop of the graph may have certain units.  And secondly, the value of slope [angles] may change 
depending on the scale, then, you don’t have the same angles in different graphs of the same motion…  
In mathematics, they don’t teach that a graph is not only used for mathematical problems, but also for 
various applications …Newton introduced differentials and integrals into physics exactly for this 
reason…   
And also in graphs, when you take an integral from a function you look for an area below the graph.. 
and get other concepts [e.g. distance].  Students don’t understand this if you don’t teach it.  How did 
you get the area in meters?  How did you get it as speed?  Because the math teacher usually points to 
the area only in the mathematical sense, and not in the physical sense.  
Importantly, our informants mentioned that only basic-level mathematics is used in physics courses.  Despite 
this fact, students not taking advanced math are not encouraged, to say the least, to enrol in physics class of high 
school.  Some teachers and school administrators often mention that those who are not good in math are "not smart 
enough" and have no required abilities to succeed in physics.  However, other teachers testified for a different 
experience (Vinitsky & Galili, 2012). 
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Implications and final remarks 
We may summarize that according to our data although mathematics preparation positively correlates with students’ 
performance in physics class and exams, one cannot reason the success of students in physics solely to mathematics.  
There is a need to better investigate the relationship between physics and mathematics in order to improve science 
and math curricula.  The two disciplines are essentially different in their nuclei and in the interpretation of the shared 
concepts.  Comprehending this difference may improve learning both of them and facilitate changes in school 
policy, curriculum design, and actual teaching.  Cultural knowledge perspective may provide a "big picture" of the 
situation, showing different "ideologies" of each field and causing their better appreciation through comparing 
between them.  This may enable to avoid confusion and benefit teachers and students alike.  
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